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Lone Ranger News 

 

""Collectors of The Lone Ranger Comics 

Interested in adding to your comic collection?   

Check this out! 

 

CLICK HERE- Lone Ranger (1948 Dell) comic books  

ORIGIN OF A BROADCAST LEGEND THE LONE 

RANGER 
By:   Everette Humphrey 

TLRFC # 385 
 
If one wants to tell the history of anything it would make sense to start at the very 
beginning wouldn’t it?  In other words, where did the first faint glimmer of the idea 
appear?  Not where did it start but what was the spark that lit the flame that grew 
into the actual beginning.  This holds true, in a way known by few, for a program 
that grew into one of the greatest legends in broadcasting, “The Lone Ranger”. 
 

It is widely understood that the first Lone Ranger radio broadcast was in January 1933.   How many 
know of the situation that led up to that momentous occasion?  In his book, “Who Was That Masked 
Man” author David Rothel relates on page 38 the details of a conversation he had with James Jewel.   
David asks Jewell to “Tell me about the creation of “The Lone Ranger” radio program “.  Jewell relates 
that he had written the script for a children’s show, to be sponsored by Awrey Bakeries of Detroit, to be 
called “Curly Edwards and His Cowboys”.  It grew out of a of a seven days a week series he was 
developing for WXYZ called “The Manhunters”.  After listening to the first and only broadcast of this 
script, Trendle liked the western theme.   He liked the idea of a western program but wanted a more 
serious theme; one that would be popular with both young people and adults. 
 
In the conversation Jewell relates that Trendle and members of the station staff heard that one 
broadcast and after it’s airing decided they liked the western theme but they wanted a more mysterious 
title for the show.    The title “The Lone Star Ranger” was suggested by Harold True, station announcer, 
but was discarded since, as Jewell pointed out, Zane Grey had already used it as the title of one of his 
books and was copyrighted.   True then suggested “The Lone Ranger”, leaving out the word star.    This 
was decided on as the title of the western program to be developed.  Trendle liked the western theme but 
wanted something more substantial than what was in the Curly Edwards script.  It was out of this 
meeting the program, that was to become a legend, grew.  It was this western program whose children’s 
theme did not meet with Trendle’s approval that produced the spark that was to lead to the program we 
all know as The Lone Ranger. 
 
So far as is known only one copy of this “Curly Edwards” script was typed and no copies were made.  
This typed original of that spark that gave rise to The Lone Ranger is going to be on permanent display 
for all fans to see in the History of The Lone Ranger exhibit, titled “Hi Yo Silver”, in the Wabash 
County Museum in Mt. Carmel, Illinois.   The first time it will ever be on public display is at the grand 

Everette Humphrey 

https://www.mycomicshop.com/search?tid=192121&pgi=101&fbclid=IwAR3RYEuJM1fuajRyQNqpK4YLlw5nPzdwZbLGJ7KifNsSpmcK8eS6QOZPfWg--
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opening later this year.  Due to the uncertain conditions at this time the date will be set later and 
announced in this publication. 
On display for your enjoyment will be not only this historic concept script but also the actual original 

script of the first Lone Ranger radio broadcast that George Stenius (he later changed his name to 

Seaton) actually held in his hand and read from on that momentous occasion.  The script is complete, 

fourteen pages, with penciled notations in his own hand.  

 

Here are steps one and two of the development of this broadcasting legend and they will be together 

permanently for all to see and appreciate.  These together with the original studio door, original call 

board and other artifacts from the original Detroit studio makes this exhibit a must see for all Lone 

Ranger fans.  This exhibit is the only place you will be able to view the original of these scripts and to 

do it within portions of the actual studio in which they were first read in 1933.  Here are actual scans of 

the first page of each script. 
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Season One / Episode 8 

“Renegades” 
BY:  TLRFC  

This Episode aired on November 3, 1949 
 

While Tonto and the Lone Ranger are visiting friends in separate locations, there is evil 
afoot. Tonto could be mistaken for an Indian who is illegally off the reservation. If 

caught, he could be sent east!  Why did this come to be? How could anyone accuse Tonto 
of any wrong doing? Who are the renegades? How will our heroes come through this?  

 
So many questions to be answered in Episode 8. 

 

 

Character Overview of Episode 8 

“Renegades” 
 

By Steve White 
TLRFC Member # 346  

 

Kenneth MacDonald played the role of Inspector Williams.  He was born Kenneth Dollins on 

September 8, 1901 in Portland, IN.  He came to Hollywood in the early 1930’s and found 

employment which was difficult to come by.  He had an idea to let motion pictures know he 

was out there.  The idea was to write a pamphlet called, “The Case of Kenneth MacDonald” and 

he distributed it to as many producers as he could find.  It worked!  And he soon started getting 

jobs at most of the studios in Hollywood.  He even became a regular in Columbia’s Charles Starrett series of 

“Durango Kid” westerns.  However, he is probably best remembered as a foil for many of Columbia’s 

comedy teams, particularly The Three Stooges. He also appeared in Range Rider, Colt.45 and Perry Mason. 

He died at the Motion Picture Country Home in Woodland Hills, CA on May 5, 1972 from a combination of 

brain and lung cancer. He was 71. 

 

 

Kenneth  
MacDonald  
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Lane Chandler was born June 4, 1899 in rural South Dakota, according to sources; it may 

have been Walsh County, North Dakota or Culbertson, MT.  Like some wrestlers from years 

past this is the first time I can write honestly that anyone (in this instance, Mr. Chandler) was 

from Parts Unknown. He was born Robert C. Oakes, the son of a horse rancher.  He 

graduated from high school in Helena, MT. Chandler drove a tour bus in Yellowstone 

Natural Park and he worked as an auto mechanic; but his ranch hand cowboy skills got him 

bit parts in pictures at Paramount when director John Waters offered him work in a series of 

westerns. Paramount recognized potential and put him in leading roles, first in westerns, then 

in contemporary films opposite some of the biggest star actresses of the time, Clara Bow, Greta Garbo, Betty 

Bronson and Esther Ralston. As the silent films phased out, Chandler found his popularity slipping at 

Paramount, which had begun to favor Gary Cooper. His acting career in irreversible decline, he settled into 

supporting roles, many uncredited.  Chander, as so many of our actors from The Lone Ranger series, appeared 

all over the Western Television Frontier.  He was in hundreds of films and TV shows including Samson and 

Delilah and as an uncredited policeman in 1946s It’s A Wonderful Life.  In my research, I found that Chandler 

was a good business man, who had industrial and property holdings. He died in Los Angeles in 1971 at 73.         

 

Ralph Moody played Chief Swift Eagle. He was born in St. Louis, MO on 

November 5, 1886.  At The World’s Fair of 1904 he sang tenor. He became a 

radio personality and had a wide following as Uncle Abner in the 1930s in 

Topeka, KS. In the mid 1940s he was a frequent cast member of The Roy Rogers 

Show. When Gunsmoke began its radio show run in 1952, he was one of the 

regular cast members. He started making film and television appearances at the 

age of 62. His first TV roles were on three of The Lone Ranger episodes. Each 

Lone Ranger appearance was as a different Indian Chief. He also appeared with Jack Webb on Dragnet. He 

also was in 6 episodes of Bonanza and several appearances as Doc Burrage on The Rifleman. He died on 

September 16, 1971.   

 

Gene Roth was born Eugene Oliver Edgar Stutenroth on 1/3/1903 in Redfield, SD. Roth 

had a tough childhood, as his German father, Eugene Stutenroth abandoned the family in 

1905. Gene and his two brothers were raised by their Swedish mother Anna Christian 

Olsen. Gene graduated from high school in Minneapolis in 1920 and not much later began 

his acting career doing uncredited bit roles in silent pictures. He worked as a movie theater 

manager and pipe organ installer before his acting career took off in the 1940s. He was 

often cast as threatening heavies. At 6’2” and described as burly, he had the look of a bad 

guy. Roth as well as Kenneth MacDonald from this same review played in many of The 

Three Stooges comedy shorts. He retired from acting in the early 1970s.  He worked at a 

drug store and was an active participant in the nostalgia convention circuit. He tragically 

was killed by a hit and run driver while crossing the street in Los Angeles, CA on July 19, 

1976. He was 73.  Roth played Sergeant Bolan in this 8th episode of The Lone Ranger. 

 

Harry Harvey played Jim Lackey. He had a musical background starting in 1918 with “Gus 

Hill’s Honey Boy Minstrels.”  He had many roles in Broadway shows. He went to Hollywood 

in 1934 and had a career spanning almost 50 years. He was a regular on The Roy Rogers TV 

show, appearing in 53 episodes as Sheriff Blodgett.  January 10, 1901 – November 27, 1985.  

Mr. Harvey appeared in 10 other The Lone Ranger episodes.  

Lane Chandler 

Ralph Moody  

Gene Roth  

Harry Harvey  
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BE SURE TO WATCH BE SURE TO WATCH BE SURE TO WATCH    
THE LONE RANGER WATCH PARTY THE LONE RANGER WATCH PARTY THE LONE RANGER WATCH PARTY    

PRODUCED BY PRODUCED BY PRODUCED BY STEVE ROSINSKI STEVE ROSINSKI STEVE ROSINSKI ---   MEMMEMMEMBER #BER #BER #   496496496   
FRIDAY NIGHTS BEGINNING AT 8 P.M.FRIDAY NIGHTS BEGINNING AT 8 P.M.FRIDAY NIGHTS BEGINNING AT 8 P.M.   

(Eastern Time)(Eastern Time)(Eastern Time)   
 

On Friday nights at 8pm on our Facebook Page we are showing, in order, 
three Lone Ranger episodes out of the 221 episodes that were on 
television.  In addition to TLR we will include one “guest” western 
episode.   

Members can also comment during the LR Watch Party with other 
members.  It’s a great way for a fun evening, connecting with other 
members, without ever leaving your home. 

Here is the link to our Facebook page. Hope to see you there. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/197726660344343  

Wheaton Chambers played Father Batista in his only appearance in The Lone Ranger series. 

October 13, 1887 – January 31, 1958. Chambers appeared in over 200 film and television 

productions.  He was from Philadelphia, PA, but grew up in Freehold, NJ.   Perhaps one of 

his best known roles was as Dr. William R James in the film noir, The Prowler (1951).  He 

is buried in Freehold. 

 

Michael Ross was born in New York, NY on December 15, 1911. He 

played Lieutenant Murray in his only appearance in The Lone Ranger series. He also appeared 

in the fun 1958, Attack of the 50 Foot Woman. Ross also appeared in several Jerry Lewis 

productions; including The Errand Boy (1961), which also had from this episode, Kenneth 

MacDonald.  Ross passed on September 10, 1993 at the age of 81. 

 
 

Wheaton Chambers  

Michael Ross  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/197726660344343/
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JOHN & BERYL HART AND THE STORY OF THE RED 

SHIRT  

(As told by his seamstress Narda Kathaleen Julg  TLRFC Member # 782) 
 

By:  Nolan Greer 
TLRFC MEMBER # 656 

 

 

Not too long after Beryl’s parents moved to Brighton, Ontario, another family friend and I 

went to visit. I did not know her parents personally, but because Max Braithwaite had been awarded the Stephen 

Leacock Humor award, I knew of him and his books. 

 

It was soon evident that Max was not well and was going for dialysis several times a week. On my second visit, 

when he was a bit better he presented me with the trilogy of books including 

"Don’t Shoot the Teacher", which had won him the award. 

 

At that time I heard that John and Beryl were coming for a visit. It wasn’t too long after they arrived that Beryl 

came into my shop to meet me and see what I had for sale. 

 

She spied a black print fabric right away and asked for a shirt for John. After work I went over to her parent’s 

home to measure John. When it was completed, I was able to take several pictures of John wearing the shirt. He 

was such a natural in front of any camera. 

 

The next year they returned and Beryl came into my shop with the black shirt that was damaged.  Since it could 

not be repaired she requested a second shirt which was from a red fabric with a tiny Indigenous print in a vertical 

pattern. At that time both John and Beryl ordered vests made from some other fabric of Indigenous design. 

 

During one of their summer visits, I asked John if he would make a surprise visit to our Canada Day celebrations 

in Brighton, Ontario. He readily agreed and I was able to bring him on stage to the William Tell overture.  The 

crowd was so surprised and thrilled to see him and he was kept quite busy answering questions and posing for 

pictures. 

 

As it says in many of the websites, Beryl met John during the shooting of the movie, "The Last of the 

Mohicans". John was starring as Hawkeye and Lon Chaney, Jr. was playing the Indigenous role of 

Chingachgook.  

 

John said "I can tell you a funny thing about Lon. If there was a speaking part for Lon, they would shoot that 

very early in the morning, around 7:00 a.m. This was because Lon was an infamous alcoholic and would 

consume a fifth before lunch. When he did this he would not be able to speak, though it never seemed to hinder 

his movements." 

 

Beryl was only signed to do three days on the movie site.  But it only took a moment for she and John to fall in 

love and within a week them were married. More importantly, they stayed married until John passed away in 

2009. 

NOLAN GREER 
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This marriage was a big deal in Ontario and especially in Toronto. The largest newspapers at the time were 

"The Telegram” (since gone), and "The Star”.  I was told by my parents that the headlines on their wedding 

day were about three inches high and proclaimed, "Maggie Muggins marries 

The Long Ranger". Who was Maggie Muggins? CBC radio had a program 

called "Just Mary Stories" and Beryl Braithwaite had played the little girl to 

whom the stories were being read by the author Mary Grannan. This was the 

most popular children’s program across Canada from 1948 - 1953. 

 

The last time I saw John was on another of their visits back to Ontario. He told 

me he had been invited to speak at some sort of Western Convention in 

England, and wished for another shirt to take with him. This time he chose a 

black shirt with a red patterned yoke, back and front. I edged the yoke with a 

silver and black cord, just to get some silver into the design. 

 

A true gentleman, with a droll sense of humor and a pleasure to design for him, back in the 1990's.  

 
From the memory of Narda Kathaleen Julg  

TLRFC Member# 782 

 

JOHN HART 

Help us stay informed - If you change your email address, phone number or 
physical address let us know. Go here to send us updates  

 

 

http://www.thelonerangerfanclub.com/contactus.html  

For those of you who still have to renew your membership, why not take 2 minutes 
and do it now - You don’t want to miss any of our upcoming events or our 

informative Newsletters. 

 

 

http://www.thelonerangerfanclub.com/membership.html 

http://www.thelonerangerfanclub.com/contactus.html
http://www.thelonerangerfanclub.com/membership.html
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HOW THE LONE RANGER FAN CLUB STARTED 

By:  Joe Little 

TLRFC MEMBER # 736  

 

Terry Klepey (LRFC #51) is quite a character.  For those of you who do not recognize the 

name, Terry and his wife Kay were the founders of the Lone Ranger Fan Club in 1988.  Terry 

had been a fan of the Lone Ranger since he was 4 years old.  In fact, when he was playing 

outside, his grandmother would call him in to listen to the program on the radio.    

His school started the practice that would give punctual students $1.50 credit at a local book 

store.  Terry added $.50 and bought 2 Lone Ranger books for $1 a piece.  He was so involved for years in the 

Lone Ranger that he could not understand why more people were not involved.  He solved the situation by 

founding a club for like-minded fans in Montana and ran it until 2002.  

He and Kay started to get the word out by self-publishing the “Silver Bullet” newsletter and mailed it or 

handed it out to friends and neighbors.  In the beginning, the membership was small but did include Clayton 

Moore and John Hart.  Each month Terry would call Clayton and ask for some new tidbit about the show or 

Clayton’s appearance schedule.  Terry said “It was just my thing”.  

For over 44 years, Terry and Kay have been collecting memorabilia.  Terry worked for the Forrest Service for 

years and then opened up an antique store that they owned for about 10 years.  This is a perfect spot for a 

collector - no?  Well it was for them, for they now have a Lone Ranger room with 6 display cases and file 

cabinets full of unique Lone Ranger items plus a “garage full” of items.  

Most of these items are so unusual.  He has all of the original Lone Ranger radio shows on tape, a collection 

of Lone Ranger star badges, all 18 Fran Stryker books, signed photographs, all the back issues of the “Silver 

Bullet” up to when he retired, 10 Lone Ranger full outfits, the original Sunday comics of the Lone Ranger, ice 

cream cone rings, meteorite rings (only 50 were made), Lone Ranger bracelets, and an original saddle just to 

list a few.  I was green with envy at this amazing collection and his personal collection of Clayton Moore 

signed photographs. For his 76th birthday, Kay even bought Terry a 4X4 Polaris Ranger.  

For years Terry and Kay paid for the publication of the “Silver Bullet” themselves.  It started out as a 3-page 

newsletter in 1988.  After a while, as the membership grew, Terry had to ask for “dues” from the members.  

He asked for $1 to help pay the printing, paper and mailing costs.  Terry often went to Comic-con and handed 

out his newsletter.  In this way, the membership grew and grew.  

Terry recalled the many memories he has had over the 40 years of interest in the Lone Ranger.  He especially 

remembers visiting Brice Canyon where he met Clayton, the New York State Fair in Syracuse where he had 

his photo taken with Clayton, collecting his many treasures, calling Clayton and just talking, and his profound 

sadness at Clayton’s death.  

Terry and Kay are still active members of the Fan Club and are so grateful that it has continued.  They were 

amazed that the Fan Club is now international with such a large membership of dedicated members.    

They both sent their greetings to all the members of the club and hope that it will continue to exemplify the 

positive characteristics of the Masked Man.  

 

JOE LIITTLE 
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AND THE WINNER IS!!! 
  

Congratulations to  

Kenny Hodgins TLRFC member #152 

for coloring this wonderful picture of The 
Lone Ranger.  This picture was drawn by our 
very own talented Atholl Buchan LRFC 
member # 653.   

Kenny was awarded a Chrome Silver Bullet!  

 

 

 

 

 

We’d like to thank everyone who 
participated and hope you had fun doing this.  
I know we did! 

 

 

 

Let’s Remember These Dates 

 

July 

George Trendle the producer of The Lone Ranger tv show - born July 4, 1884 

John Todd played Tonto on the radio - died July 14, 1957 

George Seaton the originator of “Hi-Yo Silver” - died July 28, 1979 

 

August 

Fran Striker was the author of The Lone Ranger books - born August 19, 1903 

John Todd was Tonto on the radio - August 14, 1876 
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Clayton Moore’s 
Stolen Property of 1986 

 
 
 

By: Steve White 
TLRFC Member # 746 

 
This The Silver Bullet article comes from the account in TRUEWEST magazine of August 6, 2013.  They ran 
a great article about Clayton Moore’s stolen property of December 1986.  This gives us an opportunity to 
revisit a different type of Lone Ranger story. One, not written by Fran Striker. Though the catalyst for this The 
Silver Bullet entry is as stated above, there was information also obtained from an UPI archives story of 
January 15, 1987 and from our hero’s own,  I Was That Masked Man of 1998. 
 

The story goes like this: on Christmas Eve in 1986, a 72 years young Clayton Moore 
flew into Houston, Texas, and discovered his luggage was not there.  Following his 
visit to Houston, he was to appear in the Tournament of Roses Parade, in Pasadena, 
California on New Year’s Day 1987.  TRUEWEST accurately wrote that this was an 
unfortunate; but rather commonplace event at airports.  I have not flown; but just 
about everyone I know that has flown, has experienced some similar experience.  
Most times the luggage is found and delivered to the ill-fated passenger.  This was not 
the case with Clayton Moore’s luggage.  It was not found! The missing luggage 
contained his Lone Ranger Colt pistols, gunbelt, two costumes and 36 silver bullets.  
He told reporters, “Fortunately, the mask was with my wife and I on the plane along 
with my white hat.” 
 
Within a few weeks, gun collector Jack Hendlmyer notified police that a Houston 
airline baggage handler had sold the Lone Ranger pearl-handled Colt pistols to him.  
Hendlmyer heard about the theft and with help from the Houston Police, the Texas 

Rangers, a Beaumont, Texas lawyer named Joseph Hawthorn, and the Malibu’s Sheriff’s station, Clayton 
Moore got his guns back.  Moore tipped his hat to the Texas Rangers who had helped him get back his gunbelt 
and six-shooters. “Kemo sabe, these Texas Rangers are good men,” Moore told the press on January 15, 1987, 
adding, “My mask was taken away from me a number of years ago, but I had faith that I would get it back. I 
knew I would get my guns back.” The UPI article stated that when he retrieved the pistols from the Malibu 
Sheriff’s station, Clayton Moore twirled the Colt .45s and yelled, “Hi-Yo Silver!”. 
 
This is from, I Was That Masked Man: On Christmas Eve, 1986, I had to fly into Houston, Texas for a 
personal appearance. Because you can’t carry firearms on to an airplane, I had to check my chrome-plated 
pair of Colt .45-caliber revolvers. I placed their case inside a suitcase with a couple of Lone Ranger uniforms 
and other items. When we arrived in Houston, I got off the plane and headed for the baggage claim area. I 
didn’t get to the luggage carousel until after nearly everyone else had already picked up their bags and left. 
My suitcase was nowhere to be seen. I hoped that for some reason, it was just late in being unloaded, and so I 
waited a long time for my suitcase to appear. But it never did. Having an airline lose your luggage isn’t 
exactly a rare experience, so I just assumed my bag had been accidentally rerouted to some other airport and 
that it would be returned to me by the end of the day. But all efforts to trace the bag failed; soon I had to face 
the fact that my belongings had been stolen. Luckily there was a great deal of publicity about the theft. Only a 
few weeks later, I received a call from the Houston police. They had been contacted by Jack Hendlmyer, a 
local gun collector who said that he had bought the guns from a Houston airline baggage handler! Apparently 
the thief had seen my bag circling the luggage carousel and had run off with it. As soon as Mr. Hendlmyer 
realized that he had purchased stolen property, he called the police and offered to return my guns to me.   The 
baggage handler was arrested immediately. My revolvers were returned to me in late January 1987. I never 
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kissed a girl on The Lone Ranger show- - I only kissed Silver--but when they handed my revolvers back to me, 
I kissed the guns. 
 
I appeared at the trial of the thief in August 1988 and testified to the value of my twin Colts. I said that they 
were worth $20,000 on the market but were priceless to me. I had been using them on the Lone Ranger show 
since at least 1955. The trial didn’t take long. The former baggage handler was placed on ten years’ 
probation and fined $5,000. Also, he had to spend 600 hours cleaning up after the horses at the Houston 
Police Department stables. Retribution at last! However, I was never reimbursed for the two Lone Ranger 
costumes and silver bullets that were never recovered. 
 
And as he was concluding this story for his book, (this is why we all love Clayton Moore),  he wrote:  I don’t 
believe that the man who stole my guns was really bad; he was just a misguided man who, I hope, learned a 
valuable lesson from his punishment. 
 
Moore’s famous black mask had been stripped from him after the owners of the Lone Ranger series sued him. 
Upset that he had to substitute sunglasses for the mask, Moore found solace in his fans that stood by him and 
undeniably recognized him as the Lone Ranger.  The lawsuit was dropped in 1985, and Moore donned the 
black mask again for his appearances with his fans up until his death in 1999. TLRFC members can check out 
an article about the mask being removed and the sunglasses in our The Silver Bullet issue of December 2015. 
 
The TRUEWEST article added that Brian Lebel’s Old West Auction on June 22, 2013 sold from the Moore 
estate a gun rig that Bohlin owner Danny Lang Jr. made and got to Moore on December 29, 1986, so that The 
Lone Ranger had the proper gear for his appearance at the New Year’s Day parade. 
 
Here is a bit of the Paul Harvey, Rest of the Story.  Matt Fuller wrote an article on July 15, 2013:  Ted Poe 
feels pretty strongly about the Lone Ranger, and that’s just the way it is.  Poe a true fan of the Lone Ranger, 
told the improbable story of how he came to serve as the judge in a case involving Clayton Moore. “He was 
my childhood hero,” Poe said, revealing that he still had his tin Lone Ranger lunchbox. “It now sits in my 
office next to his autographed picture that says, “I too believe in Law & Order.” The Fuller article stated that 
Moore was in Houston to speak at a charity for disabled children. It gives the same facts; but Poe added, 
“These weren’t fake pistols, they were the real things—might as well have been the Hope Diamond itself.” 
Mr. Poe was a Harris County, Texas, felony court judge, and the case ended up in his court. During the trial, 
Moore was called as a witness, and instead of coming to court in more traditional courtroom-appropriate attire, 
the Lone Ranger came dressed as, well, the Lone Ranger. “Mask, hat, and all—concealing his true identity,” 
Poe said. The defense attorney objected, and demanded that Moore take off his mask and change his clothes. 
Poe said, “I summarily overruled that objection and Clayton Moore wore his outfit. The reason: outlaws have 
been trying to find out the identity of the Lone Ranger for years and I wasn’t about to be the person to go 
down in the history books as the one who unmasked the Lone Ranger!”  
 
As I conclude this entry, it dawned on me that I do tend to think of Clayton Moore as the only Lone Ranger. 
There were several; but only he and John Hart played the character on television from 1949-1957. Most agree 
that Clayton Moore resonated more with the great character than anyone. Judge Poe’s information above 
proves that. But that does not mean that John Hart wasn’t the Lone Ranger too. He did a great job portraying 
the LR and I just wanted to give some credit to Mr. Hart.  Stats have him being in a total of 54 Lone Ranger 
episodes, 52 as our hero.  
 
Thanks to TRUEWEST Magazine - https://truewestmagazine.com and Meghan Saar, UPI and Howard 
Gantman, Matt Fuller, and to Clayton Moore and Frank Thompson for I Was That Masked Man. Also to The 
Silver Bullet / The Official Chronicle for TLRFC Members. 

 

https://truewestmagazine.com
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MEMBER HIGHLIGHTS 

By:  Joe Little 
TLRFC Member # 736  

 

The name Bobbi Schlosser #299 should be familiar to many members of the Lone Ranger Fan 

Club.  She was featured in the March 2015 Silver Bullet as the daughter of Ralph Goll who 

wrote 15 episodes of the Lone Ranger between 1950 and 1955.  

But this Lone Ranger Fan Club member has become a prolific painter in her own right.  For 

many Ohio residents, there is nothing as beautiful as a colorful sunset over an open field.  

Nothing is more graceful as a doe wondering from a thicket.  Nothing as serene as a quiet lake 

on a still evening.  These are the moments Bobbi replicates with her artistic skills.  She works in 

all mediums but prefers to use acrylics to paint.  

Bobbi is considered one of the most prolific artists in the area (Williams County, Ohio), 

and claims she has been an artist “all my life”.  As a child she would draw and paint for 

hours and it brought great comfort just as it does today.  In addition to that March 2015 

“Silver Bullet” article, she was also hugely influenced by her father Ralph Emerson Goll, 

who was also a writer for the Lone Ranger radio series in the 1930’s and 1940’s.    

Ralph passed when Bobbi was but 10 years old, and although they divorced, her mother 

kept his memory alive since Bobbi cherished his writings and accomplishments.  

Bobbi graduated from high school and went on to study commercial art at California State University in 

Fullerton where she lived with her aunt.  After that Bobbi married, art took a back seat as she reared her 

children in a loving home.  In 1997 she obtained a position in the Quadco Rehabilitation Center as a training 

specialist.  The Director of the Center noticed her creative talents and offered her a position teaching art to the 

Center’s clients.  She accepted.  

If that was not enough, she illustrated the children’s book “Pilgrim”; became President of the Black Swamp 

Art Guild; and once again began her devotion to her art.  Her talented works have won her “Best of Show” and 

her paintings now adorn homes throughout the world.  

Like her father, she has drawn inspiration from the Nettle Lake area in northwest Michigan and relishes the 

opportunity to tell her friends and neighbors about her beloved father’s adventures with the Lone Ranger as 

well as his other writings.  There she has the freedom to paint beautiful landscapes that she will share with her 

adoring public.  

This is just another example of Lone Ranger Fan Club members to share their talents and treasure with other 

members of the club.  We have found that members of the Fan Club are very special people doing wonderful 

things to advance the arts and the friendships of the  Lone Ranger Fan Club.     

  

Joe Little 

Bobbi Schlosser 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

By:  Annie Little 
TLRFC Member # 606 

  
Well, a lot has happened since last I wrote to you.  The thing that everyone is talking 
about, the thing that is on everyone’s mind is the Coronavirus.  Lives have changed more 
than I ever thought possible.  If you had asked me in February, when I wrote my last 

editorial, if I would have been shut in my house for 3 months, I would have thought that your comforter wasn’t 
stitched all the way around!  Yet, here I am.   

Our freedoms are such in the US that this quarantine cuts against our grain.  We are so use to going where we 
want, when we want that living in this fashion is foreign and unlike anything we’ve ever experienced.  People 
of all ages can be infected by this new virus, however, older people, and people with pre-existing medical 
conditions (such as asthma, diabetes, heart disease) appear to be more vulnerable to becoming severely ill with 
it.  And because I fall into that group, I need to pay attention to all the do’s and don’ts.  So, no matter how 
much I complain (and that’s a lot), I will do what I’m told.  Not only for myself, but for my family.   

Now, with that said, I need to add that I don’t want to see this on television 24/7!  And, I don’t want every 
conversation that I have with friends to be mainly about this topic.  It’s depressing.  I refuse to watch the news 
all day because all they do is show you how bad things are.  There must be some happy news out there, don’t 
you think?  I found one article that states that the largest ozone hole to ever open up over the Arctic is now 
closed.  Was this due to less people driving, or more factories closed because of the virus?  Probably not, but 
who knows.  I need to experience something to lift my spirits which will go a long way to keep me mentally 
happy so I choose to believe that it is.   

Mental health is just as important - if not more so than physical health.  So, while I will follow the rules as I 
wait patiently until this epidemic has passed (and it will), I will also do things for fun.  I’ll watch comedy 
shows, old games shows, The Lone Ranger - anything that can put my head in a better place.  I’ll take out that 
old checker board, or paste all those pictures into my photograph album that’s been piling up.  Let’s all try to 
put a happy spin on this depressing time.  

Thank God, my family has been staying healthy.  And, I pray that you and yours will be healthy too.  Here’s  
hoping that my next editorial will find you smiling and that all this will be behind us.   

Until next time I send you happy thoughts.  Stay safe and well.  God bless. 

ANNIE LITTLE 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS! 

JUNE    NAME      MEMBER #    FROM 

  

  2   Ted Van Gelderen    559   KY 

  3   Robert Vankuiken    561   SC 

  6   Craig Kruse     733   IA 

  8   Jeff Kepley     721   CA 

  9    Katie Foehl     220   WA 

13   Antoinette Little    606   NJ 

16   Mitch McKee    256   TN 

17   Brett Weatherup    682   MA 

19   Ed Foote     315   PA 

20   George Gebhart    537   NJ 

21   Jay Mahder     749   TX 

22   Brad Hill     365   MA 

23   Jerri & Roger Nicodemus   318   CA 

28   Jim Siebold     337   FL 

30   James Downes    672   CT 

 

JULY   NAME       MEMBER #    FROM 

 

  4   Tim Simpson *Director   598   TN 

  6   Jon Maddox     720   CA 

  6   John Rieker     552   NY 

  6   John Juretich    507   MI 

  6   Atholl Buchan    653   UK 

  9   Randy Allamon    764   TX 
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JULY   NAME       MEMBER #    FROM 

 

10  Randy Johnson * Director   208   IN 

13  Lyne Charlsen     632   PA 

15  Marvin Del Chiaro     735   CA 

17  Gina Gawle      657   ME 

18  Damian Fedorko     402   GA 

18  Dawn Moore     005   CA 

21  Marylee Welch     446   OK 

21  Richard Steffens     625   MN 

23  Lou Servideo * Director    254   CT 

25  Milton B Smith, Sr.    483   PA 

26  Joe Little * Director    736   NJ 

26  Jim Kidrick      154   CA 

28  Dave Clerc      515   SC 

29  Paul Smith      727   VA 

 

AUGUST  NAME       MEMBER #    FROM 

  1  Diane Marie Goubeaux    633   IL 

  2  Ronald Gabbard     316   MI 

  2  David Yuers      253   CA 

  5  Marianne Davis     177   AR 

  6  Jerry Waterman     203   NM 

  6  Harold Hinger     340   Austria 

  7  Tim Laushey     621   DE 

  9  Judy Caswell     634   MD 

12   Dorothea Christianson    742   MD 

16  Vernon Wehrung     648   PA 

19  RJ Ronyak      694   MN 

20  Charles Stanley     631   TX 

25  Mitchell Weiss     441   NJ 

27  Breen R. Savage     532   FL 

27  Kimberly Kolinski     403   NY 

29  Barbara Aszman Stone    753   IA  

 

  Happy birthday to all our members! Have a great day!Happy birthday to all our members! Have a great day!Happy birthday to all our members! Have a great day!   
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We recommend and endorse Nutramax as a daily supplement for better 
health for you and your pets.  Helps reduce joint pain and stop the enzymes 
in the joints that breakdown cartilage.   

Click on the boxes below for more information. 

Editor’s Note:  You can get your own complete set of The Lone 
Ranger TV Episodes!  It’s a Lone Ranger Fan Club exclusive and a 
must have for every Lone Ranger enthusiast.  Available for shipment 
world-wide.  Just clink here to see the great deal that LRFC members 

will receive: http://www.lonerangerfanclub.com/dvdsbooks.html 

Tonto’s Tales 

 

""The bridge between 
goals and 

accomplishment is 
Discipline”   

http://www.lonerangerfanclub.com/dvdsbooks.html
http://media.nutramaxlabs.com/player/?file=Dr-Bob-Solving-Problems.flv
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/your-health
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/cat
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/dog
http://www.nutramaxlabs.com/horse
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 TLRFC State Directors 

California - Steven Kirk # 668 Steve@Stevenkirk.com  

Colorado - Bo Shaffer #243 bo@icinstitute.us  

Connecticut - Lou Servideo # 254 louservideo@gmail.com  

Delaware - Doug Briggs #110 drbriggs@gmail.com  

Georgia - Steve White #346 swloneranger56@gmail.com  

Indiana - Randy Johnson #208 rjohns65@sbcglobal.net  

Ohio - John Contini #656 tonicontini1905@gmail.com  

Tennessee  - Tim Simpson #598 timsimpson2008@gmail.com   

Europe - Elizabeth Mortimer # 107 46elamor@talktalk.net 

National State Director - Joe Little #736 joelittlelrfc@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

THE LONE RANGER FAN CLUB 

 

The Silver Bullet is published four times a year (March, June, September, December) for the Fan Club Website since 2011 by Circle C 
Enterprise, a non-profit organization based in Salisbury, Maryland and is owned by Garry Cherricks.   

  

TLRFC was established and published by Terry and Kay Klepey from 1988 to 2002.  In 2002 it was published by Joe and Sandy South-
ern until 2011.  During this time from 1988 to 2010 it was postal mailed to the membership.  

  

The Lone Ranger and Tonto and all related characters and materials are Trade Mark and Copyright of Classic Media, Inc., in New 
York, NY. This Fan club is in no way connected with Classic Media.  

  

The Silver Bullet is a fan publication of the official International Lone Ranger Fan Club website expressly for Lone Ranger enthusiasts 
and collectors.   Deadline for submissions of letters, articles for printing and advertising is one month prior to the month of publication 
on the website.  

Disclaimer from The Lone Ranger Fan Club:  

Please note that no part of this publication may be disseminated, copied, 

or shared through public media avenues without the expressed consent 

from The Lone Ranger Fan Club.  Many items are exclusively provided 

here to our members for your enjoyment and information.  

Members may forfeit their membership for doing so.  Thank you.  

mailto:Steve@Stevenkirk.com
mailto:bo@icinstitute.us
mailto:louservideo@gmail.com
mailto:drbriggs@gmail.com
mailto:swloneranger56@gmail.com
mailto:rjohns65@sbcglobal.net
mailto:tonicontini1905@gmail.com
mailto:timsimpson2008@gmail.com
mailto:46elamor@talktalk.net
mailto:joelittlelrfc@gmail.com
http://www.lonerangerfanclub.com/

